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Objectives of the Dissertation 

Through the analysis of a series of events lasted for many years, the dissertation shows 

the encounter of a village society in Southern Transylvania marked by traditional protestant 

ethics with a new, nowadays extensively spreading, form of religious belief: the charismatic 

movement. I have examined the attempts of the traditional culture for maintaining its 

traditional norms and integrate the external expectations by the analysis of the spaces, 

temporal structure, rituals and gender roles in the village. The conflict which was expounded 

in religious terms in reality expresses the discrepancy of intricate social and cultural systems 

of values. It is possible to investigate into the complicated structure of a society by the 

analysis of the norms of traditional community organization and the new group as well as it is 

possible to describe its habitual system, relationships to work and celebration, social 

hierarchy, kinship, friendship and family relations and gender roles.  

The Structure of the Dissertation 

The dissertation starts with the history of the charismatic movement. The history of the 

movement is described from a set of various perspectives based on the minutes of the 

presbytery of the protestant community, interviews conducted with members of the 

charismatic group and protestant believers and my own field-notes. 

An analysis of the life-histories of those village members who joined the movement 

and their motivations follow the history of the movement in general. My findings show that 

mostly persons living on the margins of the traditional society were driven to the charismatic 

movement. Future members of the charismatic group had already pushed towards the margins 

of the village community before the establishment of their community by breaking or ignoring 

the traditional norms of behavior. They brought new life-models different from the traditional 

ones into the traditionally organized peasant culture which rendered public the differences of 

the previously peripheral norms by the birth of the charismatic movement. The expansion of 

the movement provided new opportunities to the marginal members of the traditional peasant 

society to pursue their alternative life-style.  

Following the description of the members and the history of the movement, I turn to 

investigate the conflict between the new religious movement and the protestant community 

from various angles. Studying the ’workings’ of the profane and the sacred helps to 

understand why the sacred and profane space and time born in different space and time 
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generated tensions between the two communities. In connection to space, time and rituals I 

demonstrate the structure of norms of behavior and moral in the system of religious conflict. 

The system of norms in the village is homogenous and applies to everyone. The system of 

norms affects all spheres of life including ordinary and festive days.  

The first clashed occurred due to those spectacular forms of charismatic religious 

practice that were different from the protestant ways. These particularities included the 

different modes and spaces of prayer and the appearance of enthusiastic religious experiences 

in the religious mission courses. I analyze the ways these differences in religious practice 

offended the system of norms of religious behavior of the protestant community, and the 

limits of the tolerance of the protestant community of the village towards the charismatic 

peculiarity of religious practice. I point at what and why the protestant community refused in 

charismatic religious practice and how the members of the charismatic movement wanted to 

distinct themselves from protestant religious practices. This analysis is helped by studying the 

spaces of weeping and laughing which made the basic elements of the village norm code 

possible to understand.     

The fifth chapter examines those three rites that occupied a central position in the 

conflict of the communities following the expansion of the charismatic movement. These 

three rites of passage are the baptism, the confirmation and the burial. The analysis of the 

function and roles these three rites played in the community and kinship relations provided 

another perspective to read the conflict from. I point out the reasons why conflicts were raised 

precisely in connection to baptism, confirmation and burial among the rites of passage and the 

role of the three rites in the profane and sacred everyday practices of the protestant 

community.  

The last chapter of the dissertation examines the roles of women in the village. It is a 

crucial aspect of interpreting the tensions between protestant and charismatic believers since 

women of the village played significant role in the eruption and workings of the conflict. I 

analyze the ’traditional’ and ’new’ female roles in the interpretive scheme of religious 

conflict, the position of women in the protestant society and the attempts of charismatic 

women to transform gender roles as well as the ’new female roles’ defined by their religious 

practice.  

Chapters of the dissertation demonstrate various aspects and interpretive opportunities 

of the religious conflict, those which correspond to the village members’ images themselves 

and my own schemes. I tried to avoid getting my own analysis be prescribed by my previous 

theoretical knowledge and expectations. I found it fruitful to integrate my findings into 
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theoretical frames and test the validity of certain ideas in my own field. However, I believe 

that the structure, particular interpretive scheme and the subjective experiences of my own 

research provide a special picture of the community under scrutiny. The problematization of 

their rites, everyday life, sacred and profane spaces and norm code is constructed from inside 

to outside, that is to say by the material itself and my own individual interpretations. I wanted 

to explore what the actions of the stories meant for those who actually carried those out and 

the knowledge obtained in this way could show about the society I scrutinize.  

On the Methods of the Research 

I conducted field research between 1995 and 2006 in the Southern Transylvanian 

settlement. I was a resident in the village for one year between 1997 and 1998. I was teaching 

in the primary school and started to learn the everyday life of the community. During the first 

three months of my field work I rented a room by one of the families of the village. I was 

teaching Hungarian language and literature and music in the local primary school. 

During the first months of my research I extended my connections in the village by 

getting to know the relatives of my previous friends and the families of my pupils or started to 

investigate into one or another interesting story. I had no difficult task since the ’teacher from 

Hungary’ meant an interesting news in the village, many of the villagers wanted to meet me, 

so I was invited and had many street conversations, and since it was known that I made 

photographs I was also invited to events to record those. After a few months the eldest 

member of my host family became seriously ill and then – to ease their troubles – I was 

invited by the local priest to move to the vicarage located in the centre of the settlement. The 

move was taken as an advantage and considered appropriate. First, the vicarage was regarded 

the most appropriate place to host a ’guest teacher from Hungary’, second the villagers took 

me as a connection between the priest couple and the village society. This fact transformed 

somewhat the structure of my relationships with the community. I got to know families of 

high prestige and close to the local church, people whom I had not met before. I met the 

members of the presbytery, I gained access to the weekly schedule of the protestant church 

and the organizational structure of families connected to the church. 

One year of intense residence contributed to that I got connected to the community 

through many ways and the villagers also found a position for me in their society. I became 

the ’teacher from Hungary’ who was ’interested in local stuff’. My position in the local 

society became clear when my ’kinship’ relations was also formed. One of the big families 

according to old legends established my status among the rank of ’nieces’. Since then I had 
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my ’kins’: I gained access to family ceremonies: baptism and weddings. Besides, due to my 

position as a teacher I got integrated in the local intellectual group which was responsible for 

organizing the public events of the village. I was benefited from my manyfold status: I had 

access to almost all families with a large kinship network through my own ’kins’, pupils and 

church relations and had connections to more community networks, as well.  

That year proved to be profitable also regarding the research itself: several local 

conflicts disturbed the everyday life of the village as the emergence of religious tensions and 

the rise of ethnic conflicts related to the municipal elections. I conducted 46 interviews in 

different topics. I returned home packed with notes, field diaries, tapes and photographs in 

Autumn 1998. 

I conducted three months research each in the years 2000 and 2001. By then my 

position as a teacher had faded away, however my identity of returning ’kin’ doing research 

became stronger. In these years my family lived together with me in the village. I was living 

in the village with my husband and daughter and our life-style – except agricultural work – 

was similar to the ordinary life of other (professional) families with small children there. After 

finishing with daily work we visited our friends or stared at the herd while were having 

discussions with neighbors in the street. We often visited our relatives, fetched milk from the 

neighborhood, did our shopping in the village shops, frequented the church on Sundays and in 

the weekends had beer and barbecue from mititei in the ’woods’. Occasionally we traveled to 

the nearby city to do shopping and visited the local ’gipsy-market’ for ’getting some good 

stuff’.   

The fact that I returned as a mother with a small child transformed the frames of how 

the villagers considered my status. I arrived with a family, not ’alone’, therefore the 

community managed to find a position appropriate to my age. I was encouraged to conduct 

interviews with other mothers about child rearing, the difficulties of marriage and male-

female roles since I became part of these relations, as well. I concentrated on the inter-ethnic 

relationships and the kinship and clan system of the village.  

2001 meant the first year when I conducted interviews with members of the 

charismatic movement and took part in their religious occasions. I recorded 24 interviews in 

this year. My previous experience enabled me to identify those persons available for a topic-

oriented deep interview which helped me a lot in the arrangement of my interviews. The 

entire year I spent in the village before made me familiar with the local society. I experienced 

and learned about the structure of their (my) kinship relations, I knew certain aspects of 

managing community conflicts and the shaping of village spaces during profane and sacred 
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times. The villagers considered me an ’immigrated local’. 

In 2004, 2005 and 2006 I once again returned to the village for a while, but then I did 

research also in other settlements of the micro-region and except 2004 I did not reside in the 

village. In 2004 I was living one month there and recorded 9 interviews mostly with women. 

In 2005 I lived in the neighboring village where I was doing my research. Although I visited 

my friends in my own village, I conducted no interviews, only obtained some new 

information about happenings in the village and deepened my knowledge in certain topics. 

Then in Spring 2006 I traveled once again to the village for a few weeks and recorded 10 

topic-oriented interviews with local women. I examined female roles in the village and the 

issue of sacred and profane spaces and times. I had discussions with those familiar women 

whom I had good relations to: with a few of them I was friends or ’kin’. I knew that they 

always received me with love and when their schedule allowed them I could record interviews 

with them. What was important for me is that I believed that they – based on our good 

relationship – could show me the borders between the public and non-public knowledge of the 

community. I was aware of the fact that not even the several months field work allowed me to 

reveal and understand all the details of the inside norm code of the community. I had better 

access to certain aspects and worse to others. This difference was depended on the frontier the 

members of the community drew before an ’external’ who was already belonged to them in 

certain ways. In addition, the villagers distinguished between locals and ’carpet-beggers’. 

Although they expressed their benevolence to me in many ways – I was invited to family 

occasions and to be godmother -, therefore the border became transparent to me in some 

ways, this still meant the friendly acceptance of the ’well-known guest’ and the ’almost 

relative visitor’ than full membership in the community. Since I belonged to no groups there: 

I was no ’stranger’ as I had taught in the village and no ’carpet-begger’ as I did not move to 

reside there and was a local by no means. These were the conditions that determined the 

questions I could pose and the details of their everyday life I was allowed to look into. 

According to the methods of cultural anthropology I spent considerable time in the 

village as I was convinced that this way could secure that surplus of knowledge and deeper 

learning that was unable to obtain by temporary few-days long investigations. As a 

consequence I gathered a particular material that was different from both data collected 

through pre-set questionnaires and interviews conducted after few-days long residence. The 

basis of my records gathered by qualitative method is consisted of direct observations, 

therefore it is unsure if it is able to convey ’measurable’ information or general conclusions: it 

allows the interpreter to learn about the particular in the language of generalized cultural 
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experience, that is to say the transformation of the individual into the generalized human 

conditions by the means of professional terms. My research was dependent on particular 

situations: it was based on the communication of a researcher staying in a certain place, 

defined by certain cultural structures and belonging to certain social group and interviewees 

staying in the same place and belonging to certain social groups.  

The basis of the field work was participant observation secured by personal and long 

term residence. The ’unmediated experience’ of the examined community and the ’trustful 

participation’ in the everyday life of the community helped me to realize my intention to 

communicate the self conceptions of the community under scrutiny about their own life as an 

anthropologist and to learn the deeper layers of the local society. This allowed me to 

reconstruct the happenings not (only) from ’secondary interpretations’. I recorded several 

notes about my observations. I continued to write field diary and started a notebook for my 

hypotheses and observations. 

An important element of my research was the recording of interviews. I conducted 

altogether 108 interviews between 1997 and 2006. It is possible to categorize the interviews in 

many ways. There are 46 from 1997-98, 19 from 2000, 24 from 2001, 9 from 2004 and 10 

from 2006. Besides, there are two recorded interviews from 1996. These last two interviews 

were use for reconstructing a particular event.  

I prepared topic oriented, structured and life-story interviews. I used the topic oriented 

and structured interviews to obtain more detailed knowledge on my previous topical outlines. 

I had to realize during the interview making that it was relatively easy to investigate those 

cultural aspects of the community which were consciously verbalized. This knowledge was 

favorably transmitted to me. However, this provided an external image of the culture which 

was also obvious for external observers. My early interviews described these cultural aspects. 

The basic and concealed dimensions of culture assumed a shift in the methods of interviewing 

and the groups of interviewees. I had to realize that certain aspects of the cultural system of 

the community could be hardly detected by questions and remained difficult to verbalize by 

’the natives’.  

More than half of my interviews were life-story interviews. The reason for this 

proportion was, first of all, that members of the community accepted most easily this 

interview type, they talked most easily in this framework and that I could raise questions 

concerning the major issues of my research in connection to the life course of my partners. I 

conducted life-story interviews with persons of various ages: my youngest partner was 25 

years old (a girl who joined the new religious movement), whereas the eldest 91 (a protestant 
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woman). 

The most important characteristic of the recorded interviews was that they did not 

exist outside this frame, they took shape during these particular situations. The background of 

this process was formed by the profundity of my relationship to my partners, our cultural 

similarities (like our ethnic ’Hungarianess’) or dissimilarities (like education or gender). My 

partners constructed their life-stories in artificial conditions which remained alien to everyday 

reality. Event from the life course were selected according to well-defined logic: certain 

elements were emphasized, while others were silenced. Their life-stories, therefore, were no 

coherent continuous tale, but rather a system of parts organized according to certain logic. 

Elements in the stories were frequently connected to various crisis situations: events differed 

from ordinary life. Interviews conducted according to life-story method conveyed a double 

image: they demonstrated at the same time the still existing and already changed norm codes 

of the culture. I could reconstruct the transformations of the norm codes and the external 

influences (like the media) from the life course of my younger interviewees, whereas the 

’historical background’ from the discussions with elder persons.    

The content of the life-story interviews explained many aspects of the community 

norm code and pointed out the social roles of its followers and code breakers. The recorded 

life stories included behavioral patterns, characteristics of their moral system and social 

hierarchy. These discussions elucidated the intricate texture of everyday relationships in the 

community. The material collected by life story method provided knowledge about the 

society, community, group or social stratum which the speaker was only one ’part’ of, but he 

or she conveyed an inventory – depending on his or her age – of the given culture. I could see 

the life stories of my interviewees from their own subjective perspective, but still these 

provided both horizontal and vertical view on the cultural system of the society under study.  

In addition to participant observation (and its notes) and interviews the third pillar of 

my research was photography, which provided additional help to establish my relationships 

int he village. Since photos shot during Easter I could return to friendly families each summer, 

while I could gain newer and newer contacts. In the 1990s there were only a few cameras in 

the village, therefore I emerged as an ’official’ photographer of celebrations during my one 

year field work. The villagers knew that I took photos with favor, gave them away as gifts, 

consequently I was often invited to celebrations with the manifest purpose of having their 

festive occasions documented.  

At first, making photography meant a grateful task since I proved to be a kindly 

received guest together with my camera in ceremonies. I took photos on what the locals 
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considered correct and allowed or even expected me to do. But, there were a few occasions 

when they could not comprehended my desire to make photos. These related to topics which 

were regularly not shot. After a while, the villagers ’got used to’ my interest in these matters, 

that I liked to make photos not only on the ’external’ things, namely public issues of the 

community, but also inside matters.  

In addition, I investigated the records of the local protestant church: minutes of the 

presbytery between 1987 and 1999 and those of the protestant women’s society between 1918 

and 1946. I quote from both types of records in my work. 

The three basic elements of my anthropological research – interviews, participant 

observation and recording images – were influenced the most by my personality, cultural 

background, that is to say by myself. It was obvious since events happened in that particular 

context were seen ’only’ by me as a researcher who there and then spent the time in the field 

alone, therefore the study reflecting material collected this way contains experiences of events 

lived through by me and conclusions drawn by me. To sum it up, it reflects my own point of 

view on the field, community and rites constructed from various elements. Consequently, the 

text written by me is only one of the numerous possible descriptions. Another researcher can 

experience totally different things than me in the same field. 

The consequence of the subjective nature of my methodology is that the source 

material is affected to a large extent by the relationships emerged between me and the 

community under study. My integration into the community had various forms and levels, but 

also serious limitations. ’Trust’ was the key which opened gates towards learning about the 

inside structure of the community under scrutiny. Anthropological subjectivity had dangers as 

well which I had to realize during my work. It was impossible to ignore the traps inherent in 

this method and to put the material ’simply’ at the disposal of ’scholarship’.  

During my field work I became a member of friendly circles and even in kinship 

networks due to certain rites (for instance, being godmother, adopted kin). Interviews 

conducted at the ’deep level’ of integration, these discussions brought up many details, 

opinions and ideas which were told not to me as a ’researcher’, but to a ’friend’ or ’fellow’. 

These meant discussions conveying ’insider knowledge’ which provided me with ’deep 

information’. 

Insider community knowledge is possible to obtain only as a member which becomes 

fairly obvious following long-term active field work. The core of the problem lies in the fact 

that those who bear ’community knowledge’ should know what can be published from the 

available information. The question is if the researcher bears this ’community knowledge’. 
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Following many years of field work a researcher – hopefully – bears part of this knowledge, 

however, it is also possible, even probable, that he or she will never obtain its entirety. 

Since there is no one and only possible description my material is burdened not only 

with the dangers of misinterpretation, but of publishing information which I would not dare to 

do if I were a full member of the culture. Long term research brings the experience that during 

field work we do not encounter the ’field’ but people, groups, communities. It is not only us 

who have ’intentions’, but they also approach us with various expectations. As they become 

to be at our disposal, share their insider troubles with us and allow us to take part in their 

celebrations as aliens, so they also expect our work and writing to meet the picture they form 

about themselves. This means no easy task for the anthropologist since contexts looking at 

from the ’frontier’ sometimes are very different than pictures projected outside from inside.  

As ’language is power’ – since language is the only possible means to represent the 

cultures under study – so do we hold tools of dominance in our hands when bringing data 

collected int he field to the public. Processed data and drawn conclusions, external 

interpretations and generalizations transform a material generated in a non-scholarly context 

into genuine scholarly discussions. Therefore, I publish my interviews recorded in the 

Transylvanian village between 1997 and 2006 anonym, the village itself also remains 

anonymous and – following the special request of the local priest – the religious confession is 

noted only as protestant. So have I accomplished the request of the leaders of the protestant 

community to avoid associating the name of the village with the religious conflict.  

Notwithstanding meeting the expectations of the protestant community by securing 

anonymity, I am also convinced that identifying the name of settlement would not provide 

additional relevant information to this analysis. I describe the major characteristics of the 

village society, I analyze the hierarchy, the relationship of the community and the church and 

from all these I conclude the norm code of the community. These investigations outline a 

society, depict a system of relations and the knowledge of these is sufficient to understand the 

structure of the religious conflict of the village. Members of the new religious movement took 

the ’charismatic’ term as an insider group identifier so respecting their religious identity I use 

it in this way in my work.   

I know such a ’variant’ of the history of the protestant-charismatic religious conflict 

which is equally unknown to the leaders of the protestant church, to the protestant community 

and the charismatic group. It is due to the fact that I conducted interviews with members of 

both communities, I was the first to read the church records and minutes of the conflict. 

Tensions between the members of the protestant and charismatic communities were not 
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discussed publicly except the one church process. This means that neither communities are 

aware of the other’s interpretive schemes about the conflict. This is also true due to the fact 

that I as an outsider was told the story of the religious conflict in peculiar interpretive frames 

by members of both groups. Their past was re-constructed from the point of view of the 

present, in the framework of my questions, but according to the logic of their narrative style, 

endowing it such new meanings which justified at the same time the values of their present.   

Conclusions of the Dissertation 

In the depth of the charismatic-protestant opposition there was a complicated social-

cultural conflict. The charismatic movement construed a new system of norms in the village 

besides the traditional peasant norm-code. The patterns of behaviour of the modern world, the 

new active leader female-type, the priest who controls meticulously the lives of the members 

of the community, the new life-style differing from the everyday life directed by agricultural 

work and the free ways of child-care and education independent of kinship relations appeared 

in the village. The young people following the charismatic movement, who were educated in 

urban centres, brought ’city manners’ and the modern experience of religious life and the 

’other’ different in both its external and internal qualities affected by the life-style of the new 

religious movement, briefly, the ’new religious belief’. All these grew into conflicts with the 

traditional structural order of the protestant village community based upon kinship 

organization, rigid work ethics and the balance of saint and profane. 

The analysis of the conflict illuminates the functioning of the traditional peasant 

society, the ways it comes to terms with the ’modern other’ appearing in its periphery as well 

as the mode it tries to integrate it in its everyday culture. The theses point out what sort of 

social and cultural systems the concepts and role of ’religion’ and ’church’ symbolize in the 

everyday culture of protestants and what do these mean for members of the charismatic group. 

The analysis of the ’ritual processes’ rendered transparent the protestant community structure 

of the village, the relationships of periphery and centre and the order of constructing mental 

spaces.  

Conflicts within communities can reveal many aspects of the structure of co-habitance. 

Religious conflicts in a closed community does not trigger tension only int he sacred sphere of 

religious practice, but also in the profane spheres as sacred and profane have their strictly 

organized time and space. The conflict generated by the new religious movement revealed the 

hidden structures of the protestant norm code, as well. Events differed from ordinary routine 

resulted in such an ’up-dating’ of the traditional system of rules which would have remained 
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unknown for external observers unless the conflict had broken out. The analysis of the 

conflict helped my protestant interviewees to verbalize the rules of the system of co-habitance 

int he community, to formulate the laws of their religious practice and to describe the 

structure of their social, community and gender roles. My interviews with the members of the 

charismatic movement pointed out the goals, motivations and expectations of young and old 

persons joining the group to reshape patterns of sacred and profane behavior and to challenge 

the norm code of their protestant community. 
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